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2 Expansions 

2.1 New Oscilloscope Mode 
Up to now the values to be displayed were sampled in the controller modules themselves 
and were then transferred to JetSym to be shown in form of a curve there. From this 
version onwards any variable can be sampled by JetSym directly and the sample values 
be displayed. A continuous display mode has also been introduced, where the curve is 
updated automatically whenever there are new sample values available. Zooming on the 
vertical or Y-axis is possible as well. If the data is required to be exported to a CSV file, 
the separator character can now be selected by the user.  

2.2 Question Prompt before Operating 
System Update 

After initializing an update of a controller’s or module’s operating system the user will be 
prompted to confirm it over a message box showing the file name as well as the 
communication interface. 

2.3 Deletion over the Project Tree’s context 
menu. 

The new command “Delete” is now available in the context menu of the project tree to 
delete folders as well as file links. Optionally the user can also request to delete the files 
or a complete order from the hard disk. 

2.4 New Controller Type JM-D203-JC24x 
Above controller type will be supported from this version onwards. 

2.5 Register Bit Variables in Setup Window 
In a setup window a variable, which is assigned to a register bit (“nSign: BOOL at %xl 
100.30”), will now correctly be treated as one of type Boolean. Additionally a register bit 
expression can be combined with variable or enumeration names such as „100.1“,  
„100.enum“,  „10.const“, „var.1“, „var.enum“ or „var.const“. 

2.6 Intellisense in conjunction with 
enumeration variables 

Intellisense now offers all possible enumeration values for selection the same way as it 
displays the possible members of a structure after entering a dot after the variable name. 
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2.7 Changing Complete Program Code Parts 
to Comment Lines 

Two new commands are introduced in the “Edit” menu enabling the user to comment and 
uncomment selected program code parts. 

2.8 New Command „Go to Line“ 
The command „Go to Line“ is now available in the „Edit“ menu enabling the user to jump 
to a specific line number in the program code. 

2.9 Debugging a WHEN_MAX Command 
During a debug session stepping over the command „“WHEN_MAX“ the debugger now 
steps into the subroutine automatically after the timeout interval defined is expired. 

2.10 Naming Restrictions 
No special characters are allowed to be used neither in project, file, configuration, nor in 
workspace names. Valid characters are “_”, from„a“ to „z“, from „A“ to „Z“ and from „0“ to 
„9“. 

2.11 Several Expansions in Motion Setup 
„Feedback“ page:  

Encoder selection (type and resolution) as well as measuring of the commutation 
offset. 

 « Amplifier“ page:  
Fan mode selection. 

 „Motor“ page: 
Selection of a user defined motor and possibility to calculate the control parameters. 

„Current Control“ page:  
Availability to calculate control parameter „Kp“. 

„MC-Global“, „Status“ page: 
Introduction of long term logging function to a text file as well as highlighting error 
messages with a different color. 

 
Motion Setup now supports the new JetMove types „JM204“, „JM208“ as well as 
„JMD203“. 

2.12 Motion-Wizard in Conjunction with 
Oscilloscope 

Inside the oscilloscope page it is possible to select the values to be sampled over a 
wizard. So instead of the need to enter the register numbers directly the user is enabled 
to select the parameter declared in the motion area directly. 
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3 Eliminated Software Bugs 

3.1 Conversion of a DOS-SYMPAS Project 
A DOS-SYMPAS project containing the following code is converted: 
 
Display_Text_2 [#1, cp=0, "Test"] 
TextSymbol 
 
Compiling this project will then fail showing the error „Error: corrupted source line“. 
Apart from that the command will be displayed twice in the converted file. This also 
happens, if the second parameter is addressed indirectly (R100 or RR100). 

3.2 Accidental Program Termination when 
pressing the F1 key 

In case the help or F1 key is pressed right after JetSym is started without loading a 
workspace, the program is accidentally terminated. 

3.3 Wrong Input Behaviour in Setup Window 
In a setup window a value is altered using the “+/-“ keys. Using a mouse click the focus is 
now changed to the name column’ cell of the following row. Starting a user input there the 
first character entry will then be ignored by the program. 

3.4 Motion Setup’s Dialog gets no Focus 
Precondition: ST project, controller type JetControl647, one axis (non MC). 
 
A motion command especially dedicated to use in conjunction with MC axes only is 
called. The error dialog opened containing the message “No axis defined for this 
command” does then not get the focus. This gives the impression the user, that the 
JetSym program has hung up, which is not the case. Because pressing the escape key 
will close the dialog again bringing the focus back to the main window.  

3.5 Crash during Customizing the Menu or 
Toolbar 

In the „Customize“ dialog to be opened over the „Tools“ menu the “Tools” menu will be 
altered by pressing the “New” button. Right afterwards a different property page is 
selected just before the “Command” page is reselected. If the user then presses the 
Return key JetSym will crash. This crash can also be forced by pressing other keys such 
as a characters, by clicking on the “Close” button as well as by changing to another 
property page again. 
 
Additionally: Context help in „Tools“ page                                                     
 
After changing the property page from “Command” to “Toolbar” and back the context will 
not be displayed anymore. The dialog needs to be closed and reopened again before it is 
displayed again. 
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3.6 Dirty Bit in Setup File 
In a setup window the dirty bit is set just when a cell is loosing its focus. Correctly it 
should already be set right after the user starts to make an entry. 

3.7 Error Message at Not-MC-Axis Creation 
Precondition: A ST project without axis, controller type JetControl64x 
 
Inside the project settings dialog a non-MC axis is created, for instance a JM206. After 
confirming by clicking the OK button the settings are saved. Reopening the dialog and 
the confirming by OK again will then open an error message box by mistake. 

3.8 Bracket Levels in a Logical Condition 
Inside the ST code if a logical condition contains two bracket levels, the compiler will 
translate it to totally four levels without giving an error message, even no controller does 
support that high count of levels. 

3.9 No Notification that Flash has no free 
Memory 

Option „Autoflash“ is activated and a program is transferred to a JetControl24x having no 
free flash memory. No error message will be displayed in contrast to when to user starts 
the transfer from RAM to flash as a single operation. 

3.10 Crash when Querying a Text Variable in 
Setup Window 

At a certain constellation of register values it is possible that JetSym crashes as soon as 
a text variable is queried in a setup window. 

3.11 Troubles when two persons are working 
on the same project 

Two or more persons are working on the same project over the network. As soon as a 
user saves a symbol or declaration file the other one(s) will be prompted to reload it. If he 
or she decides to reload it, it will just not be done. In case a setup or oscilloscope file is 
saved, there will not be even a prompt message displayed. 

3.12 Monitoring Array Values in Setup 
Window 

In a setup window an array value expression containing a variable index is displayed. In 
column “number” instead of the correct register number just three dots are shown. 
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3.13 Version Number in Axis Parameter 
The version of a JetMove’s operating system is changed to for example to 2.03 and the 
standard version is 2.05. In case the “Mechanical Execution” is changed, the version 
number will jump back to version 2.05. 

3.14 Context Menu at a Motion Command 
Editing a motion command by clicking with the right mouse button the context menu is 
opened at the wrong place. Executing command “Edit command” an error message and 
after that a dialog is displayed. If the user then clicks on the “Cancel” button an then 
presses the Return key, JetSym will crash. 

3.15 Number of Parameters defined in a 
Macro 

In case a macro (“#define”) containing 11 parameters or more is used in the program 
code the compilation progress aborts because of an error by mistake. 

3.16 Erratic Behaviour at Debugging 
An ST project is altered an then downloaded to a shared controller by an user working in 
the network. Because of this another one is prompted to reload the altered files. Even if 
he or she confirms to do there is error message shown at the next debug session saying, 
that the program in the controller differs from the one loaded on the PC. Performing 
another program download will not solve the problem, the error message is still going to 
be displayed. 

3.17  „Overwrite“ Mode inside Motion 
Commands 

The cursor is located left of a motion command and the „Overwrite“ edit mode is 
activated. JetSym then can now be forced to crash by just pressing Space or Tab key. 

3.18 Illegal Manipulation of a Motion 
Command 

A motion command selected can easily be made unsuitable by pressing key combination 
“Ctrl+U” (lower case expression selected). 

3.19 Using Colons in Project Names 
If a colon character is entered in a project name and the entry is confirmed, then the error 
message „Invalid path“ is shown even if the colon is removed again. 
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3.20 Activating a Setup Window during a 
Transfer 

Using UDP communication over Ethernet a data dump or program file is transferred to a 
controller or an operating system is updated. If during this progress a setup window using 
the same interface is activated, the transfer will be aborted showing a error message. 

3.21 Error in „License“ Dialog 
In the dialog „License..your software will expire in %d day(s)!“, the number of days is not 
displayed. 

3.22 Crash when Splitting a Setup Window 
A setup window is split and one part of the window’s view is scrolled down. The register 
values in the scrolled part will then not be displayed. An attempt putting the split window 
together again then ends in a program crash. 

3.23 Using Intellisense during Compilation 
If Intellisense is used during a compilation progress, then JetSym crashes. 

3.24 Monitoring Values inside Program Code 
Inside the program code monitoring the variable values of 5 code lines is requested. 
Array values having a dynamic index will then not be displayed correctly. But arrays 
having a static index value are monitored correctly. 

3.25 Search Function in Conjunction with 
Motion Command 

During a text search for a specific axis the command “MotionPower” is selected. Now in 
case the Return key is pressed, JetSym crashes. 

3.26 Illegal Creation of DA Files in Motion 
Setup 

A data dump file is created by the motion setup. In case of an offline it will not be saved 
correctly because of having no values specified at certain lines. 

3.27 Different Behaviour at Axis Group 
Creation 

Inside the axis group dialog (project settings) the option “continuous path control” is 
selected. The group contains two MC axis. If the user changes the settings to “technology 
control” and then back to “continuous path control” again using the mouse the axis are 
still defined in the group. Doing the same thing using the keyboard makes the axis to 
disappear from the group. 
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3.28 Wrong Behaviour after JetSym 
Termination without Saving 

An axis is created inside a ST project and the motion setup is opened right afterwards. 
Closing JetSym then displays a prompt message, if the changes made should be saved 
in the settings. The user now decides not to do so. After the next restart of JetSym 
opening the very same workspace the motion setup still offers the axis, even they were 
not saved to the project settings. 

3.29 Wrong Display in Motion-Setup 
In the “Point to Point” page the target position of the modulo axis shows a wrong value. 

3.30 No Error Message When Loading of a DA 
File Failed 

Loading a data dump file in the motion setup transferring its value to the controller there 
is no error message displayed in case the transfer has to be aborted because of an 
offline. 
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